[Arguments in favor of adipocyte grafts with the S.R. Coleman technique].
The main criticism against fat reinjection procedures is related to whether it is possible to graft adipocytes or not. The ideal solution would be to perform biopsies a few months after the operation to check the evolution of the grafted tissue, but such an approach would be difficult to accept for our patients. To overcome this difficulty the authors have compiled all the arguments that plead in favor of adipocyte grafts when Coleman's technique is used. Peer demonstrated in animal studies that it is possible to graft fatty tissue and that more resorption occurs when the fragments are large in size. The histologic studies have shown that the different stages of Coleman's technique do not alter the viability of the adipocytes. A disorganization of the architecture of the lobules is observed, but this does not compromise the theory of adipocyte grafting. An MRI study, performed on ten patients, demonstrated that the reinjected fat cells persist several months after the procedure. These fat cells presented the same characteristics as the patient's native fat in the surrounding area. This impression was confirmed by histological analysis of the reinjected fatty tissue 18 months after the graft. Finally, the clinical results obtained on over 200 patients treated for various indications in plastic and cosmetic surgery lead us to believe that it is possible to perform grafts of fatty tissue.